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The main purpose of this organization is to rescue homeless and orphaned children and 
provide them with the education and training necessary to foster self-esteem and 
independence. We also assist impoverished orphanages and non-governmental 
programs serving the special needs of children.

SHTA has come forward with some special programs. With the goal of making SHTA a 
financially-sound company, we are launching some charity tour programs in association 
with MNCO starting this year. The objective of this tour is twofold: to generate revenue to 
utilize in our projects, and to introduce the visitor to our cause. Some of your 
contribution will go directly to the MNCO fund and address the needs of children in poor 
villages. We heartily invite you all to join with us to make a contribution and be a part of 
our society. A small contribution goes a long way.
Please select from our popular charity trips and help us in our mission to support Please select from our popular charity trips and help us in our mission to support 
underprivileged Nepali children.

 

Charity Tour Program

working to benefit the Manang Nepali Children Organization (MNCO) which has been 
taking care of many disadvantaged children from different regions of Nepal. We are 
dedicated to the purpose and challenge of saving the lives of disadvantaged children in 
one of the poorest regions of the world. We have been organizing different programs via 
tourism in order to improve the quality of life of the children in this region.

Safe Himalayan Travel and Adventure is a 
well-known and government-licensed trekking 
and touring company in Nepal. It is comprised of 
a team of professionals that have years of 
experience in the tourism sector and who are 
trained to look after your entire travel/trekking 
needs. Safe Himalayan Travel and Adventure 
(www.himalayansocialtravel.com) has been (www.himalayansocialtravel.com) has been 
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The major tourist activities in Nepal includes wilderness and adventures like 
Mountain Biking, Bungy Jumping, Rock Climbing and Mountain Climbing, Trekking, 
Bird Watching, Mountain Flights, Paragliding, Hot Air Ballooning in the Himalayas and 
also exploring the waterways via Rafting, Kayaking, Canoeing, The other adventure 
that could be explored in Nepal is Jungle Safari which is done in the southern terai 
region of Nepal.

Nepal is a landlocked country located in between two giants, India and China. Though 
Nepal is a small country, it is enriched with the various natural gifts it acquires. Nepal is a 
country where Mount Everest, the highest peak in the world lies. Mountaineering, 
adventure tourism and ecotourism are the most famous things which make Nepal stand 
identical amongst other countries of the world. Among many pilgrimage sites in the 
country, it is famous for the birthplace of Lord Buddha, Lumbini, which is listed as the 
world heritage site.
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The entire motive of Yoga 
Tourism is to operate 

under the guidance of the 
well experienced Yoga 

teacher is also a specialists 
in tours and travels.

Yoga, is believed to bring in the energy in an individual along with understanding the 
hidden energies which helps in freeing the mind. It is said that a yogi, a yoga practitioner 
is able to overcome the problems in the normal world and is above a normal human 
being. The art of yoga is being practiced mainly in Nepal and India since centuries. It is 
not like the modern form of exercise. It does not say that you need to give pain to your 
body for its betterment. It only says to relax, keep yourself calm and you will achieve 
what you are supposed to get. It focuses on concentration, which 
is called Dhyan, which is a key to get the postures correct is called Dhyan, which is a key to get the postures correct 
which are called Asanas. Mastering of the Asanas is 
supposed to ensure mental, physical, and spiritual 
harmony. Nepal, as is situated in the foothills of 
the Himalayas and is the best place for 
meditation and yoga lovers. The vast sciene of 
yoga is all dependent on five simple principles 
which are Proper Exercise, Proper Breathing, which are Proper Exercise, Proper Breathing, 
Proper Relaxation, Proper Diet, and Positive 
Thinking & Meditation.

We make sure that we bring the Yoga and 
Tourism together. We will provide a 
yoga-instructor as a tour / trek leader for a 
pre-defined group size or else, you will be practicing 
the things that you will be taught in a yoga center, in 
which we will be sending you before bringing the Tourism 
and Yoga together. This means, while travelling to the Himalayas, 
please have in your mind that it is not only about travelling, but also travelling with a please have in your mind that it is not only about travelling, but also travelling with a 
restored body, mind and soul for a better future.

Tour
SHTA Yoga Tour
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/yoga-tour.html



Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/shoot-the-sights-tour.html
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/kathmandu-valley-tour.html

Kathmandu tour is one of the most 
popular sightseeing tour in Nepal. 
Kathmandu city is the capital city of 
Nepal and is considered as heart of 
Nepal. Kathmandu valley the political, 
commercial, cultural hub of Nepal is 
framed for its natural beauty and 
historic and holistic places. Kathmandu historic and holistic places. Kathmandu 
valley contains three fabled cities, 
Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur. 
Kathmandu city has an artistic 
exposition of graceful temples, elegant 
palaces, brick paved courtyards and 
giant streets. It is surrounded by green 
mountain walls above which tower mountain walls above which tower 
mighty snowcapped peaks. 
Kathmandu city has the pilgrimage 
places for both Hindus and Buddhists.
Kathmandu valley tour offer 
Kathmandu Tour, Holiday tour in all 
around Kathmandu city with a local 
expert tour guide as per your interest 
language.

Kathmandu Valley Tour

Nepal, the land of splendid nature and rich culture is waiting for you for exploration 
through its different faces. Shoot the Sights tour gives you an opportunity to explore 
different regions of the country and shoot them, varying from the cultural hub teemed 
with fascinating ancient building like Kathmandu, the breathtaking scenery of Annapurna 
Range like Pokhara, and the vast. This remarkable trip will make you realize that Nepal has 
much to offer.

Shoot the Sights Tour
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/standerd-nepal-tour.html
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/all-nepal-tours.html

Day 1-Arrival 
(Pick up from the airport by private vehicle)-O/N 
Kathmandu Hotel

Day 2-Full day city tour by private van/car
(Pashupatinatha, Boudhanatha, (Pashupatinatha, Boudhanatha, 
Swoyambhunatha, and sleeping Vishnu)-O/N 
Kathmandu Hotel

Day 3-Drive to Chitwan National Park by Private 
van/car.-O/N Chitwan Hotel

Day 4-Jungle Activities in National Park.-O/N 
Chitwan Hotel

Day 5Day 5-Drive to Pokhara-O/N Pokhara Hotel

Day 6-Pokhara Sightseeing and Drive to 
Kathmandu.-O/N Kathmandu.

  Standard Nepal Tour

All Nepal Tours
Nepal, the land of splendid nature and rich culture is waiting for you exploration through 
its different facets. Explore Nepal tour gives you an opportunity to explore three different 
regions of the country, varying from the cultural hub teemed with fascinating ancient 
building like Kathmandu, the breathtaking scenery of Annapurna Range like Pokhara, and 
the vast, fertile forest like Chitwan National Park in Terai region. This remarkable trip will 
make you realize that Nepal has much to offer.

All Nepal tours is a customizable tour that you can add or reduce the days as per your All Nepal tours is a customizable tour that you can add or reduce the days as per your 
time availability. This is a total 09 nights 10 days tour. Any group of size with any age’s 
travelers can do this tour. All Nepal tours covers most important touring places of Nepal 
such as Kathmandu Valley, Nagarkot, Chitwan, Lumbini and Pokhara.

Tours
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/nepal-india-buddhist-tours-15nights-16-days.html
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/lumbini-sightseeing.html
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/activities/raft-and-rest-trip-5-nights-6-days.html

This is an ideal 
trip for those 
wanting a short 
but intense 
and thrilling 
rafting with 
some previous 
rafting rafting 

experience.

SHTA has designed this ”Raft and Rest” Trip for those who has not 
much time in Nepal but wants to experience the mountain scenery 
and surrounding as well as the whitewater action too! providing 
them excellent opportunity to stop in Dulikhel and Nagarkot to 
admire the stunning views of the Himalayas to relax there with 
beautiful scenery and the landscapes ! The Bhotekosi is regarded as 
one of the best short white water rafting trips in the world. It is the 
steepest river that is rafted in Nepal, with continuous rapid action steepest river that is rafted in Nepal, with continuous rapid action 
making this river a full-on commitment and a huge adrenaline rush.

Raft and Rest Trip

Lumbini is the famous place in Nepal situated at the Terai region where Lord Buddha was born. 

It feels like you have visited a calm place which gives you a peaceful feeling in your heart. The 

temple of Buddha’s Mother, Mayadevi is another attraction point of Lumbini. When you once 

reach there, you feel like you have entered a village Museum where each and every thing you 

find is related to Lord Buddha and Buddhism.

Lumbini Sightseeing

The origin of Buddhism goes back to 2500 years ago, when an Indian prince left the 
opulence of his royal palace in search of truth of life and ultimate salvation. He meditated, 
searched for the path of truth, attained nirvana and became the Buddha who later 
established Buddhism religion. This was the beginning of Buddhism, one of the greatest 
religions and philosophies of the world. Till date, the teachings of Lord Buddha have a 
significance that is unparalleled. Buddhism today is also the fifth most followed religion of 
world. Wish to know more about Buddhism? Start your Buddhist journey from here.

Buddhist Circuit Tour

Tours
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/activities/jungle-safari.html
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/activities/paragliding-nepal.html

You will be amazed with the view of the lakes 
and the mountains when you fly from 

especially sarangkot of Pokhara, which is a 
valley situated on the western part of Nepal. It 
is just 400KMS drive from Kathmandu or a 
flight of 25 minutes to reach Pokhara. A Jeep 
will take you to the place, at the top of the hill, 
where the spot is identified for the take off. where the spot is identified for the take off. 
You can choose a package from the various 
once, which depends on the time factor the 
most. Once you take off, you will feel as if you 
are living your dreams by flying high up in the 
air like a bird. You will see very close range of 
mountains which makes you feel that you are 
flying on the mountains with beautiful Fewa flying on the mountains with beautiful Fewa 

and Begnas lake beneath you.

Its always fun to be in Nepal as it is not 
only a country with natural beauty, 
flora and fauna, well cultured people 
and a home of different cultures, it is 
also a place full of adventures, 
excitements and happiness.
Paragliding is one of the things which Paragliding is one of the things which 
you should not miss out to experience 
when you are in Nepal. You might have 
done in other countries but the thrill 
and view that you get while gliding 
over here in Nepal, could not be found 
in any other part of the world.

Paragliding in Nepal

Those who wish to experience the natural environment at its best 
there is no better place to visit than Nepal. The outdoor adventure 
allows you to see wild animals, birds and natural beauty. You ride on an 
elephant’s back or on a four wheeler jeep accompanied by a fully 
trained guide (also known as expert Naturalists) for the love of nature 
and animals. In Nepal, Chitwan and Bardia are the two major 
destinations for jungle safari in Nepal. Chitwan is Nepal’s most popular 
National Park offering excellent opportunity to see Royal Bengal Tigers, National Park offering excellent opportunity to see Royal Bengal Tigers, 
one horned Rhino, crocodile and thrilling wild experience into its deep 
and thick jungle.
In Bardia, as this is another National Park, offers excellent jungle safari 
Nepal. Here too you can ride on an elephant or a take four wheel to 
discover some of Nepal’s unspoiled natural habitats. Most jungle safari 
consists of canoe rides on the Jungle Rivers, nature walks, birds 
watching excursions and quick tours around the villages to discover 
unique culture and traditions of the local village people. There are also 
scheduled cultural-musical programs performed by the villages, which 
are also in the Jungle Safari itinerary.are also in the Jungle Safari itinerary.

Nepal is a country 
with beautiful natural 
environment and the 
hostile nature of the 
people living in it. The 
jungles of the Terai 
are the habitant of 
some of the best some of the best 
wildlife habitat in the 
subcontinent. Nepal 
has 16 national 
parks, wildlife 
reserves and 

conservation areas, 
occupying 16 percent occupying 16 percent 

of its total 
geographical area.

Jungle Safari in Nepal
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/activities/river-rafting-in-nepal.html

No matter whether you 
have planned a rafting trip 
for the first time or you are 
an expert, our local guides 
and the crew are well 
experienced and trained 
and will always have all the 
safety precautions to make safety precautions to make 
your trip safe, enjoyable 
and unforgettable.

Among the rivers listed above, Seti and Trishuli are very 
much near from the main cities of the country, either 
from Kathmandu, Pokhara or from Chitwan whereas the 
other rivers rafting are on a bit longer drive from the 
capital of the country and are also comparatively 
steeper and have higher currents and are difficult to 
raft. Seti and Trishuli are much easier rafting trips 
compared to others.compared to others.

Rafting in Nepal is one of the best adventures that you can experience during your stay. 
Nepal is especially famous for white water rafting. There are lots of rivers which are used 
as the rafting destination. The beautiful picturesque sceneries and the wonderful river 
banks will add further enjoyment during the rafting trip. The main resource of the rivers 
in Nepal are the snows of the mountains and the rains. As the rivers mainly originate 
from the Himalayas, the rivers create wonderful gorges and the rapids are really thrilling. 
The rapids and the thrills are different as per the rivers in Nepal. Some have very high 
rapids and steeps whereas some have straightforward and small rapids. They all totally rapids and steeps whereas some have straightforward and small rapids. They all totally 
depend on the nature of the rivers and which river you have chosen to raft on.

River Rafting In Nepal
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/activities/bungee-jumping.html
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/nepal-heritage-tour.html

UNESCO has declared 10 World 
Heritage Sites, 7 inside Kathmandu 
Valley & 3 outside; Lumbani 
including Kathmandu Valley are 
Cultual Heriage & Chitwan National 
Park & Sagarmatha National Park 
as Natural Heritage Sites. 

Tours
Nepal, as we all know is the county full of natural 
beauty. To add up fragrance in the beauty of this 
wonderful country, there are a lot of sporting and 
thrilling packages over here. One of the best things 
which you can do over here during your stay in 
Nepal is Bungee Jumping. You definitely need to 
have a strong heart for this. One needs to dare to 
fall freely from a height of 160 meters which is one fall freely from a height of 160 meters which is one 
of the longest natural bungee spot in the world. 
You will enjoy the surroundings, the natural beauty, 
the river at the bed of the diving spot and the thrill 
that you feel while jumping off the edge of the 
bridge. You will even be filmed if you want to which 
you can count as one of the best thrills that you 
have done in your entire lifetime. If you have ever have done in your entire lifetime. If you have ever 
heard and thought of doing a bungee jumping, you 
just need to do it. It’s over here in Nepal. You need 
to imagine a bridge which is over a 160m high 
tropical gorge with one of the fiercest rivers raging 
at the bottom. The bungee jumping resort is at a 
distance of 3 hours drive from the capital of 
Kathmandu and is situated at a top of the gorge Kathmandu and is situated at a top of the gorge 
which is nearby to the Tibetan border.

  Bungee Jumping

 Nepal Heritage Tour

These seven World 
Heritage Sites are all 
amazing man-made 
wonders still 

standing majestically. 
some of them as old 
as 2500 years.
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Nepal, located between two-giant nations—India and China is diverse country in terms of 
language, culture, religion, ethnicity, geography to name a few. The latest Census shows 
that the population in Nepal makes up of 102 castes/ethnic groups, 10 different regions 
and 92-mother tongues speakers live in Nepal making the country, a country of unity in 
diversity. Nepal is a tiny but the amazing country, since it homes to 8-highest mountains 
above 8,000 m. (out of 14 in the world) and over 1300 mountains above 6,000 m. out of 
these mountains, the government has opened as many as 400 mountains for climbing 
purpose including the mountains above 8,000 m. Besides high Himalayas or mountain, purpose including the mountains above 8,000 m. Besides high Himalayas or mountain, 
Nepal is a paradise for the unique landscapes, artistic monuments, white-water sports 
and exotic wildlife. These all make up Nepal, one of the best destinations in the world.

Details available: 
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/trekking/trekking_type/trekking-in

Mustang Trekking
Manaslu Circuit Trekking
Langtang Trekking
Everest-Gokyo Trekking
verest base camp Trekking
Dolpa Region Trekking
Ghorepani TrekkingGhorepani Trekking

Around Annapurna (Circuit) Trekking
Annapurna Base Camp Trekking

In other word, Nepal is known no mere for 
trekking but also but has many more to offer from 
magnificent greeneries of the steamy jungles of 
the plains to the highest point on earth, the white 
Himalayas including Mt. Everest 8,848 m (the 
highest peaks in the world) towering above the 
populated valleys, the forested plains where the 
lordly tiger and trundling rhinoceros live, the lordly tiger and trundling rhinoceros live, the 
terraced farmlands meticulously carved liked 
stairways out of hiss ridges, the cascading 
mountains rivulets from high hills to the plains, the 
forests with full of wildlife, flowers and birds, these 
all have made Nepal a paradise to the visitors. In 
recognition of trekking in Nepal have portrayed 
Nepal as the melting pot of the diverse culture, Nepal as the melting pot of the diverse culture, 
religion, language and ethnicity, roof of the World, 
natural amphitheatre, the land of mysticism and 
exoticism, the country of non-stop festivals-these 
features are explicit and self-explanatory about 
how Nepal is. Thus, the trekking and expedition in 
Nepal is perhaps incomparable to the World.

Treks in Nepal



Peak Climbing 

Details available:

http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/peak_climbing/peak_climbing_type/peak-climbing

We shall gladly send you the rules and regulations of the Nepal Mountaineering 
association upon request. If you are interested venture into the snow and ice regions of 
the high Himalayas, please contact us for detailed information. We can arrange equipment, 
guides, high altitude porters, and all food and accessories. Any Nepal Mountaineering 
Association approved mountain can be targeted. There is only one thing you have to bring 
with yourself: bravery and spirit!

Safe H
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Nepal can be a destination for ultimate expedition as you 
will be able to get a list of mountains more than 6000m. 
Nepal as also known as a Himalayan kingdom offers you a 
range of mountains for expedition.

 

For the expeditions, as Nepal has nearly 50 mountains which are of more than 6000m, all 
of them are not explored and some of them are not allowed.

Details available:

http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/expedition/expedition_type/expedition

 Expedition in Nepal
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The list of the mountains which are more than 6000m in Nepal are as follows:

Mountain Height Region Notes

Mount Everest      8,848     Khumbu Mahalangur        Earth’s highest from sea level
Kangchenjunga     8,586     Northern Kangchenjunga      3rd highest on Earth
Lhotse         8,516     Everest Group           4th highest
Makalu         8,462     Makalu Mahalangur        5th highest
Cho Oyu        8,201     Khumbu Mahalangur        6th highest
Dhaulagiri I       8,167     Dhaulagiri             7th highest
ManasluManaslu         8,156     Mansiri              8th highest
Annapurna I       8,091     Annapurna            10th highest
Gyachung Kang     7,952     Khumbu Mahalangur        between Everest and Cho Oyu
Himalchuli        7,893     Mansiri              18th highest
Ngadi Chuli       7,871     Mansiri              First ascent 1970
Nuptse         7,861     Everest Group           319 metres prominence from Lhotse
Jannu          7,710     Kumbhakarna  Kangchenjunga 
Jongsong PeakJongsong Peak      7,462     Janak               #57 in the world
Yangra         7,422     Ganesh 
Kabru          7,412     Singalila Kangchenjunga 
Chamlang        7,321     Barun Mahalangur         #79 in the world
Langtang Lirung     7,227     Langtang             #99 in the world
Chamar         7,187     Sringi               First ascent 1953
Pumori         7,161     Khumbu Mahalangur        First ascent 1962
NemjungNemjung        7,140     Rolwaling             First ascent 1983
Gauri Sankar      7,134     Annapurna            First ascent 1979
Tilicho Peak       7,134     Yoka Pahar Gurans         First ascent 1979
Api           7,132     Barun Mahalangur         First ascent 1960
Baruntse        7,129     Nilgiri Annapurna         First ascent 1954
Nilgiri          7,061     Saipal Gurans           First ascent 1962
Saipal          7,031     Annapurna 
MachapuchareMachapuchare      6,993     Larkya or Peri           Sacred mountain, unclimbed
Kang Guru        6,981     Langtang             2005 avalanche kills 18
Dorje Lakpa       6,966     Barun Mahalangur  
Ama Dablam       6,812     Barun Mahalangur         “Mother and her necklace”
Kangtega        6,782     Barun Mahalangur         First ascent 1963
Cho Polu        6,735     Barun Mahalangur         First ascent 1999
Num Ri         6,677     Barun Mahalangur         First ascent 2002
KhumbutseKhumbutse       6,640     Khumbu Mahalangur        First mountain west of Everest
Thamserku       6,623     Barun Mahalangur         First ascent 1964
Dragmarpo Ri      6,578     Langtang             Unclimbed
Taboche        6,542     Khumbu Mahalangur        First ascent 1974
Singu Chuli       6,501     Annapurna            Trekking peak
Mera Peak        6,476     Himalayas 
Hiunchuli        6,441     Annapurna            Trekking peak
CholatseCholatse        6,440     Khumbu Mahalangur        Trekking peak (difficult)
Kusum Kangguru    6,367     Barun Mahalangur         Connected to Taboche
Ombigaichan      6,340     Barun Mahalangur         Trekking peak (difficult)
Om Parvat        6,191     Himalayas             Sacred summit
Kongde Ri        6,187     Barun Mahalangur         Trekking peak (difficult)
Imja Tse         6,160     Khumbu Mahalangur        Also known as Island Peak
                                    (Popular trekking peak)
LobucheLobuche        6,145     Khumbu Mahalangur        Trekking peak
Nirekha         6,069     Khumbu Mahalangur        Trekking peak (difficult)

Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/expedition/expedition_type/expedition

Expedition in Nepal
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/tours_type/bhutan-tours

Bhutan has limited 
connections with the 

outside world, thus making 
it somewhat difficult for 
foreigners to travel. Only a 
few thousand tourists are 
allowed in each year and 
are required to book their are required to book their 
travel in advance through a 
registered tour operator in 

Bhutan.

The city of Paro has to be listed among the name 
of the cities that are to be visited where the 
Tiger’s Nest (Taktsang) is located, which also has 
some of the oldest temples and monasteries of 
the country. In a place called Bumthang, there are 
quite a number of dzongs, temples and palaces 
which will definitely make you feel that you would 
have definitely missed a lot in your life if you had have definitely missed a lot in your life if you had 
not visited the kingdom of Bhutan.  Important 
points-of-interest include the Black Mountain 
National Park; Satkeng Wildlife Sanctuary; 
cascading waterfalls in East Bhutan, and the 
Bumthang Valley.

Bhutan is one of the most exotic destinations in the world today. This is the land of 
outstanding people, remarkable scenery and natural wonders and a proud place for the 
wonderful culture. It is just a rare place where just few people get the privilege of visiting.
It is situated in between the world’s two giants, India and the Tibetan region of China; It is situated in between the world’s two giants, India and the Tibetan region of China; 
Bhutan is today slowly opening up to the world through a sensitive approach to tourism 
You can discover the cultural and natural wonders of this only Buddhist Kingdom of the 
Himalaya. This kingdom is throwing off the veil of mystery, and opening its doors to 
visitors. Bhutan has a wonderful environment, almost no pollution, and a living culture 
where festivals and cultural events are a part of daily life; they are not created for the 
promotion of tourism. The scenic landscapes and historic buildings in Bhutan are 
considered as the last Shangri – la by many travelers. The capital city of Bhutan, Thimpu, considered as the last Shangri – la by many travelers. The capital city of Bhutan, Thimpu, 
sits on a hillside adjacent to the river by the same name. Within its boundaries, the Trashi 
Chhoe Dzong fortress and the Memorial Chorten monuments are the places which must 
be visited.

Bhutan Tour
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Details Available:
hhttp://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/tours_type/tibet-tours

Tibet’s doors were opened for tourism since 1985, giving the world its first glimpse of the 
ancient traditions, spirituality, breathtakingly beautiful landscape.

Tibet is the land of mystery and ancient traditions where time is measured in terms of 
eternity, where existence is filled by spirituality. It is a home of legends and culture, birth 
place of healing traditions which are over 2500 years old. Tibet is not only a place of 
ancient cultural beauty but of fantastic natural beauty as well. Tibet lies at the centre of 
Asia, with an area of 2.5 million square kilometers. It is a package for the tourists to visit as 
it is a gift of god with earth’s high mountains, the highest plateau, great rivers and lakes.

Tibet Tours
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/tours/tours_type/india-tours

Safe Himalayan Travel and Adventure has come up with some exclusive India Package 
Tour, targeting to the domestic and international clients. If you want to see the nature’s 
beauty, then visit India is most. India has some real surprises for the travelers coming here. 
India has its own charms that sweep you off your feet. So, plan your trip to India once and 
loose yourself in its Charismatic Magic. Find our special tour Itinerary here for the most 
romantic trip to India to make your holiday memorable with us.

Welcome To India

India Tours
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Details Available:
http://www.himalayansocialtravel.com/flight/mountain-flights.html

We are very glad to let you know that 
we can arrange the mountain flights 
for you to feel the mountains from a 
very close range of which you may 
have never done before.

Mountain Flights are the options to feel the experience of Himalayas if you could not go for 
trekking or mountaineering due to various reasons.The flights are of One Hour which takes 
you even to Mount Everest from Kathmandu Airport. During the flight,  you get to see 
Gosaithan (also called Shisha Pangma), Dorje Lhakpa, Phurbi Chyachu, Choba Bhamare, 
Gaurishanker, Melungtse, Chugimago, Numbur, Karyolung, Cho-Oyu, Gyachungkang, 
Pumori, Nuptse and, of course, Everest.

Mountain Flights
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